We conclude by examining some of the broader ramifications of Penn's theory and practice of toleration.
Civil interest: Redefining magistracy Penn's early activism for toleration
The campaign for toleration in early modern England was simultaneously a campaign against persecution: a positive vision of what government ought to be doing, how it ought to address questions of religious diversity, was always framed by opposition to what government was actually doing. For Penn, considerations of true Christianity and human nature led inexorably to thinking about the proper role of government, a subject that occupied his attention from his earliest works through later years, when he himself would actually wield political power. In The Guide Mistaken, written while he was in his mid-20s, Penn briefly outlined a view of civil magistracy that characterised his emerging views on politics, insisting that magistrates remember That their authority cannot reasonably extend beyond the end for which it was appointed, which being not to enthrone themselves sovereign moderators in causes purely conscientious . . . but only to maintain the impartial execution of justice, in regulating civil matters with most advantage to the tranquility, enrichment and reputation of their territories, they should not bend their forces, nor employ their strength, to gratify the self-seeking spirit of the priests, or any private interest whatsoever.
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In The Great Case of Liberty of Conscience, probably the most systematic treatment of the grounds of toleration he ever wrote, Penn offered a more sustained reflection on the nature of government, which he defined as 'an external order of justice, or the right and prudent disciplining of any society, by just laws'. 4 In a point critical for the question of toleration, Penn identified legitimate governmental authority as both impartial and limited to 'external' matters: that is, to those things that affect the ability of individuals to live together peaceably and profitably. Defining belief, and religion more generally, in terms of its interiority, its spiritual essence properly dealt with by spiritual means, provided Penn yet another component to his case against persecution: Christianity, Penn argued, 'entreats all, but compels none', employing spiritual weapons in the pursuit of spiritual goals.
5 Persecuting governments are therefore not only exercising power illegitimately (i.e., for
